My days in Wolfsberg

Motivation
The main reason for being part of this erasmus was time, and
and location, and with that I mean this:
· I love germanic countries
· I really hate summer time in spain
· Also I dont have much time in winter for working and studying
Having this in mind, why not take this chance ?

Questions
Well, personally I didn’t have had a lot of questions, my only
question were motivated by my mother, who was worried about
my accomodation, so, I took a photo for her.
(actually, it was a nice
place, but was also
funny see how will she
react)

(I also took this one, as
you can see, is a lovely
place)

About Austria..
My opinion with this one is simple, before going there I loved it, I
knew how they were also how were things done, so I was not
impressed, I still love their culture.
Also Austria have a very nice weather which lead to this kind of
beauty.

Stadtwerke
This enterprise called Wolfsberg Stadtwerke has less than 300
employees, but is the responsable for a lot of services in
Wolfsberg including water supplies, gardening ….
This one was taken in a meeting with the CEO which was almost half an hour late.

My job
My tasks were three, searching for a camera and making a
webpage for the cameras (you can have a tease here
http://wolfsbergcameras.000webhostapp.com/ ) and trying to
make my two co-workers who were also in a erasmus engage as
many conversation with locals as possible.
At least I can say I made, at least two of them successfully

What I liked
As you can imagine, I liked a lot of things there, since I arrived I
have had a good feeling, and it was because people were very
quiet, I loved that, you can practice almost every sport for free,
in vienna some locals got stands filled with typical food also,
their way to see the world is very unique.

Im sorry, but I really liked everything so, I will not make a slide just complaining about my lack of work
there.

Accomodation
The only thing that really surprised me is this… Just with 160€
/month you can have a really nice accomodation with other
students, breakfast and just in front of the football stadium!
Even when they know they dont got the very best league, they fill up a stadium every
saturday!
They also go there for chat, eat, drink….

